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French of Paris, simply making a distinction 'between established French borrowings, which have become incorporated into the common core of the language, and those which are new and are still felt as foreign ' (135) . Social pressures linked to chronology are seen as the explanation of the French element in Chaucer. Nor is any understanding of the true situation to be found in the more general manuals of the history of English. 4 Yet the evidence necessary for a correct assessment of the role of French in later medieval England has been readily accessible for many decades in a mass of published documents of all kinds. Whilst their sheer volume and diversity prove that French was used extensively by all the literate classes, including royalty, a glance at the language in which they are couched leaves no doubt that it differed considerably from what the manuals of medieval French are pleased to consider as the French norm, not only in pronunciation and form, upon which attention is traditionally focused, but also in the neglected areas of the lexis and semantics. 5 To take just one simple example: the differences in spelling and pronunciation between the medieval French cloche or nonne and the English 'clock' or 'noon' are obvious, but trivial in comparison with the different meanings carried by the words in the two languages, differences arising from the independent semantic development of Responsibility for the failure of Anglicists to understand correctly the position of Anglo-French is to be laid at the door of specialists in medieval French. Absorbed in their efforts to illustrate a straight line of phonological and morphological development from Latin to modern standard French, they have habitually regarded Anglo-French as no more than an offshore dialect, capable of contributing to the overall history of French nothing beyond a few eccentric phonological and morphological traits and a mass of so-called aberrant spellings. For their purposes the voluminous extant writings in French from the later thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in England brought only difficulties by containing relatively little verse to provide phonological evidence from rhymes and abounding in forms difficult to accommodate within the confines of traditional historical French grammar. Consequently, little work has so far been carried out on later Anglo-French, especially in the area of the lexis, so it is hardly ; E.g. Barbara H. Strang, A history of English (London, 1970j mentions that: 'Over a thousand French words are first recorded in Chaucer's work' (184), but goes no deeper into the matter. A.C. Baugh and T. Cable, A history of the English language, third edition (London, 1978) , examine the differences between the insular and continental forms of French in some detail (174-84,) , but with no mention of semantic change.
5 Only when new editions of the A.N.D. and F.E.W. eventually become available will it be possible to make a full and informed comparison of the lexes of insular and continental medieval French.
6 parentre oyt et noef de la clokke (E. Chaucer's use of English terms derived from French provides an exemplary illustration of that role. That a very considerable proportion of his vocabulary is of French origin is universally accepted. 7 That his military travels in France and the diplomatic missions entrusted to him abroad must inevitably have brought him into contact with the literary culture of France is not in dispute. What is not usually mentioned, however, is that by far the greater part of his life was spent in another culture based on the French of London rather than that of Paris. As a diplomat on his travels he would be in the cultural atmosphere of continental French for limited periods,8 but in his various posts as a civil servant working in England he would be constantly surrounded by Anglo-French for years on end. Although many of the scholars who have written about the world in which Chaucer lived and wrote have adduced documentary evidence in French, it has usually been submitted in translation, not in the original. This has meant that their readers have had no chance to evaluate and compare the true nature of the French used in documents produced in England and France during the second half of the fourteenth century, even supposing they were linguistically equipped to do so. As against this general tendency, however, the Chaucer life-records9 set down all their evidence in the original languages in which it was written. Many of these documents emanate from the very highest officials in the land, yet both the Latin and the French in which they are couched is of the English variety. 10 This is not merely a question of linguistic form, but of meaning. For generations of medieval Englishmen accustomed to using French as a language of record in their professions but English as their vernacular in an English environment, the chances that their French could remain 7 J. Mersand, Chaucer's romance vocabulary (Port Washington, Xe\v York. 1939, reissued 196Si, 43 , gives the percentage of Romance words in Chaucer as 53.9.
8 It must not be assumed, however, that this was all of a piece in the way that modern French is roughly homogeneous all over the territory of France. Regional variations at a semantic as well as a phonological and morphological level may be clearly seen in the abundant non-literary texts preserved from the fourteenth century up and down France and are reflected in the F.E. U".. The great measure of linguistic uniformity found in some anthologies of medieval French reflects the spread of a literary norm and the editors' desire to illustrate the evolution of modern standard French rather than the very diverse linguistic reality of regional France in the Middle Ages. For a more general examination of the relationship between insular and other forms of medieval French see my article 'Stratford atte Bowe and Paris ', Modem Language Rci-ici:. 80 (1985) , 39-54. 9 Fd. M.M. Crow and C.C. Olson (Oxford, 1966) . 10 'Latin mixed with a large proportion of English words and a sprinkling of French is the typical language 193 For, although much has been written about the decline of French in England during the later Middle Ages, with some scholars dating its onset from the middle of the thirteenth century, others from the fourteenth, the incontrovertible fact remains that right through the fourteenth century the records of Parliament, of the various courts of justice, of chroniclers, of the port authorities in Southampton, of merchant companies, of the mayor and aldermen of London, etc., were kept in very large measure in Anglo-French, with some of the records continuing up to the beginning of the fifteenth century and even beyond. 13 In the 1370s John of Gaunt, Chaucer's patron, kept a detailed Register in Anglo-French of all his manifold social and financial activities that runs to about a thousand pages of print, 14 even when many of the documents are not given in full. At the same time administrative French was being taught at Oxford by the dictatores, 15 but again it was Anglo-French, not the Parisian kind. The demand for instruction in French in later medieval England on the part of the nobility is shown by the fact that Bibbesworth's late thirteenth-century treatise on the French language 16 was repeatedly copied and sometimes added to in the fourteenth century, with Manieres de langage17 providing courses in French for tourists. All these works are unmistakeably products of the school of Stratford atte Bowe. Correspondence of all kinds couched in Anglo-French -administrative, commercial, diplomatic, ecclesiastical, legal, social -continued to be 11 w. 323-4. 12 See M.T. Clanchy, From memory to written record: England 1066 -1307 (London, 1979 . 13 E.g. Rotuli Parliamentorum; the many legal volumes of the Selden Society; Picm de Langtoft: le regne d'Edouard I 1'', ed. J.C. Thiolier (Paris, 1989) ; the Port Books of Southampton, ed. P. Studer (Southampton, 1913) ; 'The French vocabulary in the archive of the London Grocers' Company ', Z.F.S.L., 102 (1992) 14 John ofGaunt 's Register (1371-75) , ed. S. Armitage-Smith, Camden Society, 3rd Series, 20 & 21 (1911) and John ofGaunt 's Register (1379-83) , ed. E.G. Lodge & R. Somerville, Camden Society, 3rd Series, 56 & 57 (1937 produced in great quantity right up to Chaucer's time. All these varied documents contain much lexical and semantic material so far unknown to the standard dictionaries of medieval French. 18 This is not to say that Anglo-French was a genuine vernacular at this time: it was essentially a second language of culture, used by the literate minority who needed to keep records. Chaucer was a member of that minority class and more closely involved than most in a range of activities that called for a knowledge of Anglo-French and its use on a daily basis. This is borne out by the nature of the documents that passed through his hands and also by his own French as revealed in the Life-records. 19 There are no linguistic grounds for assuming that Parisian French alone, rather than the Stratford atte Bowe variety, forms the basis of the Romance vocabulary that underlies Chaucer's Middle English. This false assumption has led editors of The Canterbury Tales into error as they have attached continental meanings to Middle English terms derived semantically from insular French. It is this semantic anglicization of much of the French vocabulary used in medieval England that makes the Romance content of the Middle English dictionary so extraordinarily rich. However, it has yet to be adequately and accurately evaluated by lexicographers of English who so far do not appear to understand that the presence of a particular morpheme in a 'donor' language cannot serve as proof of the transmission of the term into a 'receptor' language without complementary evidence of a corresponding semantic transfer. To say, for example, that the elements of the phrase 'a jolly fine achievement' are of French origin is true only in a morphological sense: viewed from the semantic angle -the vital one -they come from Anglo-French, each one having developed its current English meaning in the medieval French used on English soil. In continental French of any period un joli fin achevement makes no sense. Middle English has the outward appearance of an amalgam of Old French and Old English, but its inner semantic content owes a great deal to the despised and unrecognized fa us franceis d'Angle tere. Latham, etc. (Oxford, 1975-) (DMLBS) . These absences, however, call for a caveat. The remarkable Old French dictionary of Godefroy is now a hundred years old and so cannot be expected to record any of the lexicological knowledge gained during the whole of the twentieth century; its successor, the still unfinished Tobler-Lommatzsch, is primarily a record of the literary language of medieval France up to about 1350 only, so the possibility cannot be ruled out that, at some future date, a truly comprehensive dictionary of the language of medieval France covering all available linguistic registers up to the fifteenth century might reveal that not all the instances of Chaucer's Anglo-French usage given below were peculiar to insular French. In the meantime, the best that can be done to ensure accuracy is to supplement the evidence provided by the standard dictionaries of medieval French by having recourse to the F.E.W., itself at the present time in the early stages of a thorough revision. (1.403b sub aroi) gives a range of meanings, amongst them 'vetements en general', but only from the 16c; a little farther on in the same volume under arraie (1.407a) -erroneously listed as an independent lexeme, without cross-reference -his sole example comes from an Anglo-French statute of 1440, with the sense of 'arret, decision judiciaire'. Yet one of G.'s own quotations from Froissart in the late fourteenth-century (1.403c) shows that the basic sense of'equipment' was being extended on the continent to refer to clothing/dress at the time that Chaucer was writing, even though G. did not recognize this in his gloss. That ar(r)ai/aroi was used in insular French to mean "dress, clothing' at the same period as the Chaucer quotation is shown by a letter of Richard II, dated between 1388 and 1394 referring to a gift of ecclesiastical vestments. 26 Half a century before this, however, a good illustration of the semantic movement of ar(rjai is provided by 24 utit-lacias: gallice allenaz (Tony Hunt, 'Vernacular glosses in medieval manuscripts ', Cultura \\olatmu, 39 (1979i, 13) the Rotuli Scotiae which links it with apparaill. 2 ' The sense of the relevant passage is that the king's troops must present themselves well turned-out and equipped, both dress and equipment being implied in the combination ami & apparaill. The same locution turns up again in about 1380 when a student is said to have gone up to Oxford ill-provided in both money and apparail et array. 28 In this context the phrase would include both his clothes and items such as bed-linen, materials for study, etc. The use of apparail to mean bed-linen is confirmed by the letter of Richard II referred to above. 29 Like the modern English 'array', its partner in the locution, the modern 'apparel', has the form of a medieval French term, but its sense was developed on English soil by Englishmen who used French for record purposes. Both 'array' and 'apparel' are faux amis. The M.E.D. is therefore correct in ascribing 'arai' to Anglo-French, but wrong in its attribution of 'ap(p)areil' to 'OF', giving the sense 'wearing apparel, dress, attire' only from 'c!400'. In the same semantic area is the modern English 'attire', used by Chaucer as 'atir' in Troilus and Cressida Oxford, c. 1204 -1420 , Oxford Historical Society, New Series, 5 (1942 .
29 1'apparaille de la chambre ordenez pur les ditz deux litz (194) . 30 se vestirent de un escarlet vert e sodlies d'orfreez, e de tous atirs furent auxi richement atireez come nul roy (Fouke le Fitz Waryn, eds. E.J. Hathaway, etc., ANTS 26-28 (1975) , 43.32); se vesty meyntenant de le atyr qe le charboner ly avoit donee (Ibid., 49.9).
31 (in trial for murder) li encupez poet bien avoir aveke soi bachelers ou veduers (i.e. 'bachelors or widowers') (Borough customs, ed. M. Bateson (Selden Society, 18, 1904) (c.1325) for its first appearance in Middle English. In the present example, despite the authority of the learned editors, it is difficult to rule out categorically this interpretation for the word. Chaucer indicates the young man's social rank in v.79: he is a squire, a young man of noble birth doing service to become a knight. The following verse is not a mere repetition of information already given, but serves to situate him in different terms -he is a lustful/sexually vigorous, unattached young man, with an eye for the women. In this context his freedom from matrimonial ties is more relevant than a reiteration of his social position, hence, possibly, 'bachelor' rather than 'young knight'. Although the F.E.W. under *baccalaris (1.198b) gives the English meaning of 'unmarried man' to an undated dialectal form bachel(i)e from Poitou, this dialect did not penetrate into the written language of France and consequently had no influence on standard modern French. The sense 'unmarried man' was therefore lost on the continent as far as standard French is concerned and is not recorded in either G. or T-L.
CAS and DOOMES: 'cases' (Riverside), 'legal cases' (Cawley)
In termes hadde he caas and doomes alle That from the tyme of kyng William were falle (w. 323-4) The authorities are not quite accurate here, omitting to give a separate meaning for 'doomes' on the assumption that 'cas' and 'doomes' are synonymous. The Year Books, however, are a record both of legal cases and of the judgments handed down on them. The precise sense of the couplet is that the Sergeant of the Lawe had in his Year Books all the cases ('cas') and all the judgments ('doomes') pronounced on them. It was this command of precedent that gave the Sergeant his power. Failing to recognize this, the authorities have difficulty with the past participle 'falle'. It is left untranslated in the Riverside edition and incorrectly rendered by the other experts -'come about' (Cawley), 'befall, happen' (Davis). In the present context 'falle' carries the sense of the German fallen (ein Urteil fallen, 'to pronounce judgment'). Neither legal cases nor legal judgments 'come about' or 'happen': they are very deliberate acts of will. Although cas is recorded in its legal sense for continental French in the late twelfth century in Chretien de Troyes, it had also been common currency in England for at least a full century before Chaucer32 and would have been thoroughly familiar to him through his administrative work. It is probably no accident that Chaucer is said by the M.E.D. to be the first to use the term. Moreover, J.H. Baker, Manual of law French (2nd edn. Aldershot, 1990) , glosses aw as 'precedent' in Year Books of Edward III, 11-12, 337 (1337) 36 Morphological similarity, however, does not guarantee semantic similarity: in England both chevir'er and chevance developed financial senses unrecorded up to the present for continental Old French in addition to the non-financial ones found in G. and T-L. Whilst neither G. passage ('we have tried to find . . . how we could raise the money and other things we need for this crossing') (Treaty Rolls, ed. P. Chaplais (London, 1955 (London, & 1972 (London, ), i, 134 (1297 ;; a mine-manager writes to the Treasurer and Barons of the Exchequer in 1300: E voille Dieux que jamais mestier ne eie de chevyr par creaunce la sostenaunce de .cc. overours ('May God preserve me from ever needing to raise a loan to provide for the upkeep of two hundred workers') (Recueil de lettres anglo-franc,aises, 1265 -1399 , ed. F.J. Tanquerey (Paris, 1916 . 73); pur chevance q'il ount faite pur aver ses aliez & autres sur cest aler ('for loans they have raised in order to have his allies and others on/participating in this expedition') (Rotuli Parliamentorum, Record Commission (London, 1767-76V ii, 103 (1339)).
37 Ales ne lessez mie . ke vus ne facez tote la chevisaunce de deners ke vus saurez de aler a la cort de Rome ('do not fail to raise/borrow all the money you can in order to go to the court of Rome') M.S. Giuseppi, 'On the testament of Sir Hugh de N'evill ', Archaeological Journal, 66 (1899 ), 351 (1266 ; 'vus n'avez recoverir for de enprent . . ou de fere chevesance cum auqune gent qe se funt marchantz qe achatent a vmt e vendent a dis \ 'your only recourse lies in borrowing or raising money by buying and selling, like those who play the merchant, buying at twenty and selling at ten') (D. Oschinsky, Walter of Henley and other treatises on estate management ((Klnrd, 1971) , 308 (c. 1286)); pur chevissaunce faire des ditz deniers (Records of the trial of Walter Langeton, 1307 -12, ed. Alice Beardwood, Camden Society, 4th Series, 6 (1969 , 291 (1307)); Et s'il aveigne qe vous ne purretz mie tut bien faire celes purveaunces saunz autre chevissance, vous mandoms qe hastivement & peniblement facetz lever totes noz dettes ('And if it turns out that you cannot make these provisions without raising more money, we order you to call in all our debts speedily and diligently') (Rotuli Parliamentorum anglie haetenus inediti, 12~4-1373, ed. H.G. then, at the beginning of the fourteenth century, in Langtoft's Chronicle39 referring to a piece cut off the nose and, at around the same time, in one of the Anglo-Norman political songs40 in the sense of 'piece (of candle)'. G. (9.222a) does not record it before 1466, but T-L (sub copon) has it for the twelfth century. The F.E.W. (2,ii.870a sub colaphus) gives nothing similar to the Anglo-French usage. (8.7a ). T-L, being essentially a literary dictionary, has nothing to add to this. In Anglo-French, however, 'patent' as a noun had been in recorded use since 1260. 71 This illustrates yet again the semantic development of legal terminology brought about by the English lawyers of the later thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the French they used daily in the courts and which was absorbed first into Middle English and then passed on to modern English. Whether comparable developments were taking place on the continent at or before this time will remain a matter for conjecture until such time as lexicologists and lexicographers have explored the legal heritage of medieval France as thoroughly as its literary counterpart.
COMMISSIOUN
PITAUNCE: 'gift (literally food allowed to a member of a religious house)' He (sc. the Friar) was an esy man to yeve penaunce, Ther as he wiste to have a good pitaunce (w.223-4) The M.E.D. derives this from 'OF pitance, pietance & ML pitancia', with the meaning of 'A donation or bequest to a religious house . . .' being attested about 1230 and a second meaning 'a charitable gift of food or money, alms' not being recorded until about 1425. The picture is, however, more complicated than this would suggest. On present evidence, it is unlikely that Medieval British Latin would have provided Middle English with its 'pitance', since the Revised medieval Latin word-list (sub pietas) lists petantia and pitantia only with the meaning 'pittance, allowance (monfastic])'. For continental French, G.'s original entry for pitance (6.179a) does not list the sense of 'gift' at all; his later entry (10.345c) contains only the meanings 'portion donnee a chacun au refectoire d'un couvent' and 'Par extens. ce qui fait le repas de quelqu'un'. For its part, in addition to the basic senses of 'Erbarmung', 'Verzeihung', T-L provides only the glosses 'Erquickung, Labung, Speisung', and Teil, Beschiedenes', without any specific mention of the extended sense of 'gift', originally of food, but soon without this restriction. It might, therefore, reasonably be concluded from this that continental medieval French did not have the sense 'gift' for pitance. Amongst T-L's quotations, however, are several from the thirteenth century onwards which clearly contain the sense of 'gift', although this is not recognized by the editors. (vv. 608-9) The key to a correct understanding of this line is provided by Anglo-French. From the first half of the twelfth century the insular verb purchacer had been used intransitively with the meaning kto look after/fend for oneself. 75 It had no necessary connection with pur-chasing in our modern English sense, and this Anglo-French meaning is the one used by Chaucer. Verse 609 explains the correct sense of 'purchace': the Reeve has built up a nice little fortune for himself on the side. He is better at looking after his own interests than his master. The dictionaries of continental medieval French do not list this sense for the early period, but in his treatment of porchacier G. gives a quotation (6.286a) in which the verb is glossed as 'subvenir a ses besoins' from a text much later than Chaucer. As is often the case, this information is repeated in the F.E.W. (2,i.324a ). G. also has a pertinent footnote to his article porchas (6.287a), where he states that in the Yonne Department pourchas can still mean 'homme habile a se tirer d'affaire, a qui tout est bon, a qui tout profite'. This fits exactly Chaucer's Reeve.
PURCHASOUR: 'land-buyer' So greet a purchasour was nowher noon (sc. as the Sergeant of the Lawe) (v.318) The full sense of the Middle English term does not come through in the translation, because an essential feature of medieval English law was the distinction made between 'purchase' and 'inheritance'. The Sergeant of the Lawe made his way in the world by means other than inheritance. The dictionaries of continental medieval French do not reflect this crucial distinction, but it is well attested in the legal register of Anglo-French before the end of the thirteenth century,76 where references to the purchasour and his female counterpart the purchaseresse77 are frequent. 
